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(57) Abstract:

PURPOSE: To improve the reliability of printing and to

realize the increase in the efficiency of a print

business by recovering print data without restarting at

a terminal unit even if the power source of a printer is

interrupted after the print is requested.

CONSTITUTION: A print controller of a print server,

etc., is connected to a terminal unit and a printer via

a network such as a LAN, etc., and controls the printer

in response to the print request from the terminal unit,

and comprises a first spool 5 for holding the print data

from each terminal unit 2 until the data is finished to

be printed, and a second spool 6 for fetching the data

from the each unit 2 to transfer the data to the printer

3 and to erase the data.
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(54) [Title of the Invention] PRINT CONTROLLER

(57) [Abstract]

[Object] To improve the reliability of printing and to

realize an increase in the efficiency of a print job by

recovering print data without the necessity of restarting a

print process at a terminal unit even if the power source of

a printer is interrupted after the print is requested for a

print controller of a print server, etc., which is connected

to the terminal unit and the printer via a network such as a

LAN, etc., and controls the printer in response to the print

request from the terminal unit.

[Solving Means] This print controller comprises a first

spool 5 for holding the print data from each of the terminal

units 2 until the printing of the data is finished, and a

second spool 6 for fetching the data from each of the units

2 to transfer the data to the printer 3 and to erase the



data.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] A print controller which is connected to a

plurality of terminal units and printers via a network, and

controls the printers in response to a print request from

each of the terminal units, wherein the print controller

comprises a first spool for holding the print data from each

of the terminal units until the printing of the data is

finished, and a second spool for fetching the data from each

of the terminal units to transfer the data to the printers.

[Claim 2] The print controller according to Claim 1,

wherein the print controller comprises a print information

holding part for fetching print information specifying the

print data in response to the print request from each of the

terminal units and for holding the print information until

the printing of the data is finished, and wherein the print

information in the print information holding part is erased

when the printing of the print data is finished by the

printer.

[Claim 3] The print controller according to Claim 2,

wherein the print information holding part is provided

inside the second spool.

[Claim 4] The print controller according to Claim 2 or 3,

wherein the print data specified by the print information

are transferred from the first spool to the second spool

when a power supply for the printer is turned on and the
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print information is held in the print information holding

part.

[Claim 5] The print controller according to any one of

Claims 1 to 4, wherein the print controller comprises a

switch function means for selectively switching between a

print control for using only the second spool and a print

control for using both the first and second spools.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention] The present invention

relates to a print controller which is connected to a

terminal unit and a printer via a network such as a LAN

(Local Area Network), etc., and controls the printer in

response to the print request from the terminal unit.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art] Recently, as the use of

client-server-type LAN's has become increasingly common,

users of personal computers are more commonly utolizing a

shared printer rather than a personal computer. In a

network system such as a client-server-type LAN, etc., for

example, as shown in Fig. 4, comprising a plurality of

personal computers (terminal units, clients; hereinafter,

•personal computers 1

) 31A-31E, a print request from each of

the personal computers 31A-31E is received by a print server

(print controller) 32, a printer 33 is operated by the print
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server 32, and the print request from each of the personal

computers 31A-31E is executed.

[0003] When the print data from each personal computer 31A-

31E are received by the print server 32, the data are held

in a spool (cue) 34 for the printer 33 provided in the print

server 32. Thus, at the time of holding the print data in

the spool 34, an application program of each of the personal

computers 31A-31E is freed from the print server 32.

[0004] The print data are delivered in pieces to the

printer 33 from the spool 32 of the print server 32 for

printing, and the data in the spool 34 are discarded when

the last data are output onto the LAN from the spool 34 of

the print server 32.

[0005]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention] When a personal

printer is used, the. printer is normally arranged near a

terminal unit of the user, and it can be immediately

confirmed that the print data from an application program of

the terminal unit are printed out from the printer at hand.

Accordingly, even when a power source of the printer is

interrupted during printing, the print data lost after

interruption of the power source of the printer can be

recovered and re-printed out by re-starting the application

program.

[0006] In contrast, for a client-server-type shared printer
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33 as shown in Fig. 4, when the print data are held in the

spool 34 of the print server 32 and an application program

of each of the personal computers 31A-31E having received

the print data is freed, there should exist print data being

received by the print server 32 but the printing of which is

not yet finished by the printer 33.

[0007] Accordingly, in such a case, when the power of the

printer 33 is interrupted, it might happen that the print

data which have only been received by the print server 32

are not printed by the printer and the print process is

finished imcompletely . In such a case, even when the power

source of the printer 33 is re-started, the unprinted data

are not printed.

[0008] Accordingly, unless the print result output by the

printer is confirmed, it cannot be determined whether or not

all the print data have been correctly printed. When the

data have been correctly printed according to the result of

confirmation, the application should be re-started. For a

LAN, it is often the case that the printer 33 is arranged

far apart from each of the personal computers 31A-31E and,

consequently, the print result cannot be immediately

confirmed. Accordingly, it would be inefficient for a print

job if unprinted data have to be confirmed each time for

recovery.

[0009] The present invention is given taking the above
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mentioned problems into consideration and its object is to

provide a print controller exhibition an improvement in the

reliability of printing, realizing an increase in the

efficiency of a print job by enabling the recovery of print

data without the necessity of re-starting the print process

at a terminal unit even if the power source of a printer is

interrupted after the print is requested for a print

controller of a print server, etc.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problems] Fig. 1 is a principle

block diagram of the present invention. In Fig. 1, a print

controller 1 is connected to a plurality of terminal units 2

and printers 3 via a network 4, and controls the printers 3

in response to a print request from each of the terminal

units 2.

[0011] The print controller 1 according to the present

invention comprises a first spool 5 and a second spool 6.

The first spool 5 fetches and holds the print data from each

of the terminal units 2 until the printing of the data is

finished by the printers 3, and the second spool 6 fetches

and holds the data from each unit 2 to transfer the data to

the printers 3. (Claim 1)

[0012] It is also possible that the print controller

comprises a print information holding part for fetching

print information that can specify the print data in
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response to the print request from each of the terminal

units 2 and for holding the print information until the

printing of the data is finished, and that the print

information is erased when the printing of the print data is

finished by the printer 3. (Claim 2) In this case, the

print information holding part can be provided in the second

spool 6. (Claim 3)

[0013] When a power supply for the printer 3 is turned on

and the print information is held in the print information

holding part, the print controller controls such that the

print data specified by the print information are

transferred from the first spool 5 to the second spool 6.

(Claim 4) It is also possible that the print controller 1

comprises a switch function means for selectively switching

between a print control (previously done) for using only the

second spool 6 and a print control for using both the first

and second spools 5 and 6. (Claim 5)

[0014]

[Operation] In the print controller 1 according to the

present invention as described in Fig. 1, the second spool 6

functions similarly to known ones, and the print data

fetched in the second spool 6 from each of the terminal

units 2 are held until being transferred to the printer 3.

While in the first spool 5, since the print data from each

terminal unit 2 are held until the printing of the print
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data is finished by the printer 3, even when the power

source of the printer 3 is interrupted and the printer 3

stops the print process without completing the printing of

the print data, corresponding to the print request from each

terminal unit 2, the print data can be recovered by using

the print data held in the first spool 5. (Claim 1)

[0015] By providing a print information holding part, when

the print data are recovered as described above, the print

data to be recovered can be specified on the basis of the

print information in the print information holding part.

(Claim 2) At that time, by providing the print information

holding part in the second spool 6, another print

information holding part is not needed to be provided

separately. (Claim 3)

[0016] Since the print information in the print information

holding part is held until the printing of the corresponding

print data is finished, it can be determined whether there

are print data for which print process carried out by the

printer 3 has not been successfully completed by confirming

the presence of the print information. When the power

source of the printer 3 is turned on and the print

information is held in the print information holding part,

the print data can be recovered by transferring the print

data specified by the print information from the first spool

5 to the second spool 6. (Claim 4)



[0017] It is also possible to selectively switch between a

print control, similarly to as previously done, for using

only the second spool 6 and a print control, which is

specific to the present invention, for using both the first

and second spools 5 and 6 by a switch function. (Claim 5)

[0018]

[Embodiments (Examples)] In the following, embodiments of

the present invention are described in detail referring to

the accompanying drawings. Fig. 2 is a block diagram

illustrating a print controller (print server) as one

embodiment according to the present invention, and a system

including the print controller therein. In Fig. 2, a print

server (print controller) 11 according to the present

invention is connected to a plurality of (two, in the

figure) personal computers (terminal units, clients;

hereinafter, 'personal computers 1

) 12 and printers 13 via a

network 14 and controls one of the printers 13 in response

to the print request from each one of the personal computers

12. .

[0019] The print server 11 and each personal computer 12

and printer 13 are individually connected to a LAN 14 via

LAN control parts 11a, 12a and 13a for controlling

communication with the LAN 14. In addition to the LAN

control part 12a, a document printing application program

13b is provided to each of the personal computers 12.
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[0020] The printer 13 has, in addition to the LAN control

part 13a, a print data receiving buffer 13b for temporarily

storing the print data received from the print server 11 via

the LAN control part 13a, a print control part 13c for

processing the print data stored in the print data receiving

buffer 13b and for controlling an actual print process, and

a print mechanism 13d for transferring and printing the

print data in a predetermined form by control of the print

control part 13c.

[0021] The print server 11 according to the present

invention has, in addition to the above mentioned LAN

control part 11a, a first spool 15, a second spool 16, a

first spool control part 17, a second spool control part 18,

a print control part 19 and a printer start-up monitoring

part 20. The first spool 15 is managed by the first spool

control part 17, which directly fetches the print data

(print job) from each of the personal computers 12 and holds

the print data until the printing of the print data is

finished by the printer 13. When the first spool 15

receives the print finished information from the printer 13,

the corresponding print data in the first spool 15 are

deleted and erased by the first spool control part 17.

[0022] The second spool 16 is controlled by the second

spool control part 18 and fetches the print data from each

of the personal computers 12 via the first spool 15. The
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print data in the second spool 16 are immediately deleted

and erased by the second spool control part 18 as soon as

being transferred to the printer 13 by the print control

part 19.

[0023] When storing the print data from the first spool 15,

the second spool 16 of the present embodiment fetches the

print information (for example, a job name, etc.) for

specifying the print data and functions as a print

information holding part which holds the print information

until the printing of the print data is finished by the

printer 13. When the second spool 16 receives the print

finished information from the printer 13, the print data in

the second spool 16 are deleted and erased by the second

spool control part 18 for resetting.

[0024] The printer start-up monitoring part 20 monitors

whether or not the printer 13 starts up by turning on the

power supply in response to the power supply turning-on

information from the printer 13. When the printer start-up

monitoring part 20 confirms starting up of the printer 13,

the second spool control part 18 confirms whether or not the

print information is held in the second spool 16. When the

print information is held in the second spool 16, the first

and second spool control parts 17 and 18 control transfer of

the print data specified by the print information from the

first spool 15 to the second spool 16.
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[0025] When the power supply of the printer 13 is turned on,

the printer 13 outputs a power supply turning-on signal as

power supply turning-on information to an upper-level device

(a print server 11 in the present embodiment) , which should

be previously specified. By receiving the power supply

turning-on signal, the printer start-up monitoring part 20

can detect starting up of the printer 13 in response to

turning on of the power supply.

[0026] The first spool control part 17 and the second spool

control part 18 comprise a switch function means for

selectively switching between a print control (as previously

done) for using only the second spool 16 and a print control

for using both the first and second spools 15 and 16. The

operations of the print server 11 of the present embodiment,

which is formed as in the above description, are described

referring to a flowchart (Steps S1-S19) in Fig. 3.

[0027] First, the printer start-up monitoring part 20

confirms whether or not the power supply of the printer 13

is turned on (Step SI), and when the printer 13 is started

up, a normal print control is performed following the

processes of Steps S2-S16. That is, a print request from a

document printing application program 12b of each of the

personal computer 12 is waited for (Step S2) , and when a

print request is given, it is determined whether or not a

print control for using only the second spool 16 is
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performed according to the print request (Step S3)

.

[0028] When the print control for using only the second

spool 16 is performed, processes of Steps S12-S16, as will

be described, later are performed. While when a print

control for using both the first and second spools 15 and 16

is performed, a personal computer 12 having requested

printing is released from the print server 11 (Step S5)

after storing the print data (print job) from each of the

personal computers 12 in the first spool 15 by the first

spool control part 17 (Step S4)

.

[0029] Then, the print data fetched in the first spool 15

are also fetched in the second spool 16 via the first and

second spool control parts 17 and 18, and at the same time,

the print information such as a job name for specifying the

print data is set in the second spool 16 (Step S6) . After

that, when the printer 13 is in a usable state (determined

to be YES in Step S7), the print control part 19 transfers

the print data from the second spool 16 to the printer 13

(Step S8), and when the transfer is finished, the second

spool control part 18 immediately deletes and erases the

print data in the second spool 16 (Step S9)

.

[0030] As previously done, when the printer 13 receives the

print data from the print server 11 via a LAN and a LAN

control part 13a, the print data are temporarily stored in a

buffer 13b, and with a print control part 13c, the printer
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13 develops the print data stored in the buffer 13b and then

operates a print mechanism 13d for transferring and printing

the print data in a predetermined form.

[0031] When printing by the printer 13 is completed in such

a manner (determined to be YES in Step S10), in response to

the completion information from the printer 13 , the print

data in the first spool 15 are deleted and erased by the

first spool control part 17, and the print information in

the second spool 16 is reset by the second spool control

part 18 (Step Sll) . Then, the process is returned to Step

SI.

[0032] In Step S3, when it is determined that a print

control for using only the second spool 16 to be performed,

the print data (print job) from the personal computer 12 are

stored in the second spool 16 by the second spool control

part 18 (Step S12), and then the personal computer having

requested printing is freed from the print server 11 (Step

S13).

[0033] After that, when the printer 13 is in a usable state

(determined to be YES in Step S14), the print control part

19 transfers the print data from the second spool 16 to the

printer 13 (Step S15) , and when the transfer is completed,

the second spool control part 18 immediately deletes and

erases the print data in the second spool 16 (Step S16)

.

[0034] For the print control for using only the second
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.
spool 16, printing of the print data is assumed to be

completed at the time of completion of transfer of the print

data, and the process returns to Step SI. Accordingly, even

when the power supply of the printer 13 is interrupted with

the print data remaining in the buffer 13b of the printer 13,

unprinted data cannot be . recovered as in previous known

examples, resulting in missing of print data.

[0035] When the print control for using the first and

second spools 15 and 16 as described in Steps S4-S11 is

performed and the power supply of the printer 13 is

interrupted with the print data remaining in a buffer 13b of

the printer 13, the process of Step Sll is not executed and

the print information in the second spool 16 is held as it

is. Thus, only by confirming the presence of the print

information in the second spool 16, can it be determined

whether or not there are print data for which the print

process carried out by the printer 13 has not been

successfully completed.

[0036] Accordingly, in the present embodiment, when it is

determined that the power supply of the printer 13 has not

been turned on in Step SI, the printer start-up monitoring

part 20 monitors whether or not the printer 13 is started up

on the basis of the power supply turning-on information from

the printer 13 (Step S17) . When starting up of the printer

13 is confirmed by the printer start-up monitoring part 20
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(determined to be YES in Step S17), the second spool control

part 18 confirms whether or not the print information is

held in the second spool 16 (Step S18) . When the print

information is not held, it is determined that there exist

no unprinted data caused by interrupting of the power supply

of the printer 13 and the process moves to Step S2 for a

normal print control.

[0037] In contrast, when the print information is held in

the second spool 16, it is determined that there exist

unprinted data caused by interrupting of the power supply of

the printer 13, and recovery of the unprinted data can be

performed by performing the processes as described above in

Steps S7-S11 after the print data specified by the print

information (job name, etc.) are transferred from the first

spool 15 to the second spool 16 by the first and second

spool control parts 17 and 18 (Step S19)

.

[0038] Thus, according to one embodiment of the present

invention, even when the power supply of the printer 13 is

interrupted and the print process is finished without

completing the printing requested from each of the personal

computers 12, the print data can be very easily recovered by

specifying the print data to be recovered on the basis of

the print information in the second spool 16 and by

transferring the print data from the first spool 15 to the.

second spool 16.
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[0039] Thus, the printing of the print data is ensured and

the reliability of printing is markedly increased while the

efficiency of a print job can be markedly increased since a

troublesome recovery process is not needed such as

restarting the print process in the personal computer 12

side after a user has come to the printer 13 to check the

print result as previously done. According to the present

embodiment, by providing a print holding part for the second

spool 16, another print information holding part is not

needed to be provided separately, thus preventing complexity

of devices and increase of costs.

[0040] Furthermore, as Step S3 in Fig. 3, by selectively

switching between a print control as previously done and a

print control for using two spools, which is specific to the

present invention, flexibly coping with the importance of

the print data, etc can be realized. In addition, when the

printer 3 is arranged very close to a client and it is not

troublesome to confirm the print result, the print control

as previously done can be performed.

[0041] According to the present embodiment, as Step S9 in

Fig. 3, by immediately deleting the print data of the second

spool 16 at the time of storing the last print data of a

print job in a printer 13, resources can be released to a

user who prints out using only the second spool 16, thus

increasing the efficiency of a print job. Though in the
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embodiment described above , the print data from a personal

computer 12 are stored via the first spool 15, it is also

possible to form the system so as to store the print data

from the personal computer 12 simultaneously in the first

and second spools 15 and 16.

[0042] Though in the embodiment . described above, a case is

described in which two personal computers 12 are provided as

terminal units, the present invention is not limited to such

a case.

[0043]

[Advantages] As described above in detail, in a print

controller according to the present invention, since the

print data from each of the terminal units are held in the

first spool until printing is finished, the print data can

be recovered using the print data of the first spool even

when the power source of the printer is interrupted and the

printer finishes the print process without completing of

printing after the print request has been sent from each of

the terminal units, thus ensuring the printing of the print

data and markedly increasing the reliability of printing.

The efficiency of a print job can be markedly increased

since a troublesome recovery process is not needed such as

the restarting of the print job in the terminal unit after a

user has come to the printer to check the print result as

previously done. (Claim 1)
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[0044] For recovering the print data, since the print data

to be recovered can be specified on the basis of the print

information in the print information holding part, recovery

can be performed efficiently and securely. (Claim 2) At

that time, by providing the print information holding part

in the second spool, another print information holding part

is not needed to be provided separately, thus preventing

complexity of devices and increase of costs. (Claim 3)

[0045] By confirming presence of the print information in

the print information holding part, it can be determined

whether or not there are print data for which the print

process has not been successfully completed in the printer,

and by transferring the print data to be recovery from the

first spool to the second spool, recovery of the print data

can be very easily performed. (Claim 4) It is also possible

to selectively switch between a print control as previously

done and a print control for using two spools as being

specific to the present invention, thus enabling flexibly

coping with the importance of the print data, etc. (Claim 5)

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1] A principle block diagram of the present invention.

[Fig. 2] A block diagram illustrating a print controller as

one embodiment according to the present invention, and a

system including the print controller therein.

[Fig. 3] A flowchart for describing the operations of the
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present embodiment.

[Fig. 4] A block diagram illustrating a structural example

of a LAN of a general client-server style.

[Reference Numerals]

1: Print Controller

2: Terminal Unit

3: Printer

4: Network

5: First Spool

6: Second Spool

7: Print Information Holding Part

11: Print Server (Print Controller)

11a: LAN Control Part

12: Personal Computer (Terminal Unit, Client)

12a: LAN Control Part

12b: Application Program for Printing Documents

13: Printer

13a: LAN Control Part

13b: Buffer for Receiving Print Data

13c: Print Control Part

13d: Print Mechanism

14: LAN

15: First Spool

16: Second Spool (Print Information Holding Part)

17: First Spool Control Part
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18: Second Spool Control Part

19: Print Control Part

20: Printer Start-up Monitoring Part
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Fig. 1

A principle block diagram of the present invention

1: Print Controller

2: Terminal Unit

3: Printer

4: Network

5: First Spool

6: Second Spool

Fig. 2

A block diagram illustrating a print controller as one

embodiment according to the present invention, and a system

including the print controller therein

11: Print Server

11a: LAN Control Part

12: Personal Computer

12a: LAN Control Part

12b: Application Program for Printing Documents

13: Printer

13a: LAN Control Part

13b: Buffer for Receiving Print Data

13c: Print Control Part

13d: Print Mechanism

14: LAN

15: First Spool
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16: Second Spool

17: First Spool Control Part

18: Second Spool Control Part

19: Print Control Part

20: Printer Start-up Monitoring Part

Fig. 3

A flowchart for describing the operations of the present

embodiment

Start

SI: Printer Started?

S2: Print Requested?

S3: Only Second Spool Used?

S4: Store Print Data in First Spool

S5: Release Personal Computer Having Requested Printing

S6: Store Print Data and Print Information in Second Spool

S7: Printer Usable?

S8: Transfer Print Data from Second Spool to Printer

S9: Erase Print Data from Second Spool

S10: Print Finished?

Sll: Erase Print Data from First Spool and Print Information

from Second Spool

S12: Store Print Data in Second Spool

S13: Release Personal Computer Having Requested Printing

S14: Printer Usable?
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S15: Transfer Print Data from Second Spool to Printer

S16: Erase Print Data from Second Spool

S17: Printer Started?

S18: Print Information in Second Spool?

S19: Transfer Print Data Corresponding to Print Information

from First Spool to Second Spool

Fig. 4

A block diagram illustrating a structural example of a LAN

of a general client-server style

31A: Personal Computer

31B: Personal Computer

31C: Personal computer

3 ID: Personal Computer

3 IE: Personal Computer

Print Request

32 : Print Server

33: Printer

34: Spool
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